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Picture of building/ group of buildings/ urban scheme/ landscape/ garden

depicted item: New Medical Wards, Coast Hospital (Prince Henry Hospital) source: SRNSW series 4346 image 190 date:
undated (1930s?)

depicted item: Heffron Ward block, Prince Henry Hospital
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1. Identity of building/ group of buildings/ group of buildings/ landscape/ garden
1.1 Data for identification
current name:
former/original/variant name
number(s) and name(s) of street(s):
town (suburb)
province/state:
post code:
block:
country:

Heffron and Delaney
Medical Wards, Block A & Block B
1 Fleming Street,
Little Bay
NSW
2036
Australia

national topographical
grid reference:
current typology:

Health (HLT)

former/original/variant typology:

Ward Block

comments on typology:
The first of a series of modern multi storey hospital wards designed in the 1930s by the
NSW Government Architect. Similar examples survive at Murwillumbah and Wallsend.
1.2

Status of protection
protected by: state/province/town/record only
National / Commonwealth

Not listed

State
grade:
date:
valid for: whole area/parts of area/building
remarks:

State Heritage Register
Listed since 2002
Whole site (Prince Henry Site)
see www.nsw.heritage.gov.au

1.3 Visually or functionally related building(s)/site(s)
name(s) of surrounding area/building(s): Former Coast Hospital, later Prince Henry
Hospital

visual relations:

The medical wards were erected at the southern
end of the site, beyond the World War 1 era
Flowers Hospital.
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2. History of building(s) etc.
2.1 Chronology
Note if the dates are exactly known (e) or approximately estimated = circa (c) or (±)
commission or competition date:

1935

design period(s):

1933-34

start of site work:

By August 1934

completion/inauguration:

1935

2.2 Summary of development
commission brief:

Circa 1933

design brief:

Presumably by Department of Health to the Government
Architect. Actual brief not located.
Working drawings and specifications for a series of new
buildings at the recently renamed Coast Hospital including
the two new medical ward blocks were prepared between
July 1933 and June 1934.
Original plans for many of the buildings including the new
Medical Wards held by the (former) Public Works
Department

building/construction:

Under construction in August 1934

completed situation:

Managed by the Department of Health until the closure of
the hospital in 2002.

original situation or character of site:

Situated on the foreshore, within the grounds originally set
aside as a fever or isolation hospital and lazaret known as
the Coast Hospital.

2.3 Relevant persons/organisations
original owner(s)/patron(s):

NSW Department of Health

architect(s):

NSW Government Architect, Edwin Evan Smith
Designing Architect: Cobden Parkes

landscape/garden designer(s):

as above

consulting engineer(s):

NSW Public Works Department
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building contractor(s):

R M Bowcock of Ashfield

2.4 Other persons or events associated with the building(s)/site

name(s):

Mr R J Heffron MLA

association:

Hospital Board Member

event(s):

Ward named in his honour

period:

1961

name(s):

Mr John Delaney

association:

Chief Executive, Prince of Wales Hospital

event(s):

Ward named in his honour

period:

1960s?

2.5 Summary of important changes after completion
type of change alteration/renovation/restoration/extension/other;
date(s):

Various

circumstances/ reasons for change

Numerous minor changes were made such as the
upgrading of the bed lifts in the early 1960s.
Verandahs were infilled to create addition rooms.

effects of changes:

The original form of the building remains evident.

persons/organisations involved:

Public Works Department, on behalf of the Department of
Health
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3.

Description of building(s) etc.

3.1

Site/building character
The two Medical Ward blocks were intended to be the first pair of a series of similar blocks,
however the Depression of the 1930s resulted in the programmed expansion of the hospital being
curtailed. Plans survive showing where the third block, Block C was to be located.
The two blocks erected are similar in design, each having a central entrance with lifts and stairs,
flanked by two wards, each with a north facing verandah. The same layout was repeated on each
of the three floors. The wards were cross ventilated, to take advantage of the sea breezes that
were the reason for the initial siting of the hospital The central section contained facilities for staff
and a number of individual rooms, the later in a wing extending out to the south. The sanitary
facilities were located to the rear of each ward. The fire stairs and the rear drying balconies were
open to the fresh air. Rear verandahs provided access between the central spine and the wards
toilet and bathroom areas. Boilers were located in the basement at the eastern side of each
block.
Internally evidence of the original layout survives, however some of the wards have been
subdivided.

3.2 Current use
of whole building/site:

Being converted into a residential complex, including
seniors living, with a museum and community centre.

of principal components (if applicable):
comments:

DA submitted for Heffron and Delaney conversion June
2008. Put on hold because of the GFC. Section 96
Application to modify consent under consideration (July
2012)

3.3 Present (physical) condition
of whole building/site:

The entire former hospital site is currently being converted
into residential accommodation and community facilities,
in accordance with an approved Master plan.

of principal components (if applicable):

The two ward buildings have been empty for many years
awaiting adaptive reuse.
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comments:

3.4

As part of the adaptive reuse, the significant fabric will be
conserved (as per the suite of Conservation Management
Planning documents).

Note(s) on context, indicating potential developments

The isolation hospital at Little Bay was established in the early 1880s following an outbreak of small pox in
Sydney. At the time the site reserved for the hospital was well away from the suburbs of Sydney, however
to further ensure that disease did not spread an extensive area was set aside. The establishment of an
isolation hospital was the first action of the newly created NSW Board of Health, however the complex
was originally considered a quarantine facility and funded as such. In the 1880s it was believed that
disease was spread by miasmas or foul air and the siting of an isolation hospital in an exposed coastal
location away from Sydney’s city centre and the main residential areas reflected this belief. Tents were
initially used to accommodate the small pox patients and the complex was described as a ‘sanitary camp’.
The hospital at Little Bay soon became known as the Coast Hospital and a series of huts were
constructed to replace the tents. When no longer required for quarantine purposes, the hospital was used
as a convalescent hospital and a fever or isolation hospital. The infectious patients and convalescents
were accommodated in separate sections and a lazaret (for lepers) established. In 1901 a tramline was
constructed and the NSW state government began to relocate undesirable institutions from the inner
suburbs to make way for urban renewal. Two substantial pavilion hospitals were planned by the NSW
State Government in coastal locations, one on North Head, the other proposed for Little Bay. The NSW
Board of Health decided to substantially enlarge the existing coast hospital and plans for a new hospital,
to be known as the Flowers Hospital, were published. The name reflected the then Minister for Health.
The new pavilion hospital, designed by the NSW Government Architect, was to be constructed to the
south west of the existing hospital divisions. A bird’s eye view of the proposed hospital dating from circa
1913 shows a substantial pavilion hospital set in elaborate landscaped grounds. By the time the Flowers
Wards were built the germ theory had been widely adopted however Nightingale ward planning and her
requirements for circulating fresh air and sunlight remained standard until the 1920s.
In 1934 it was proposed that the hospital be enlarged again and renamed in honour of the visiting Duke of
Gloucester. Substantial new buildings were proposed, within the area of the hospital dating from the late
nineteenth century and south of the Flowers Wards. In July 1935 it was announced that
An ambitious scheme to extend the Prince Henry Hospital, formerly known as the Coast
Hospital, has been adopted by the Government. It is aimed at making the hospital one of
the largest and best-equipped in the State, The nursing and medical staffs are to be
greatly Increased. In a scheme of five years development nearly £500,000 will be spent
on new buildings and equipment. The older buildings will be replaced by new blocks, and
it is believed that when completed the Institution will be the most important hospital unit
in Australia.
Already a portion of the work has been completed. Sections completed, or in course of
erection, include the following: Wards for deep therapy; wards for scarlet fever patients;
matron's residence; residence for assistant medical officer; nurses' quarters with 230
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rooms; two new medical wards, each of 150 beds, to which are to be added two similar
blocks later; new operating block; and a deep X-ray unit and other wards for pathological
treatment and research. Other works contemplated Include a new kitchen and laundry
block, new quarters for staffs, a diphtheria ward, and a dispensary and out-patients' block
(Sydney Morning Herald 15 July 1935).

Once again the designs were by the NSW Government Architect. The use of single storey ward pavilions
was abandoned by the then Government Architect Edwin Evan Smith in favour of multi-storey hospital
wards, as could be found in London. The detailed design has been attributed to Cobden Parkes, who
would later succeed Edwin Evan Smith as NSW Government Architect. Parkes held the position of
Designing Architect in Charge of the Drawing Office from February 1930 until his promotion at the end of
1935. Two other architects initials are on some of the new Medical Ward drawings, RD and ES.
The PWD Annual Report for July 1933 and June 1934 notes that specifications and working drawings
were prepared that year, however some of the drawings were prepared the previous year, in 1932-33,
therefore the medical wards predate the modern hospital blocks designed by the pioneers of the Modern
hospital in Australia, the architectural firm of Stephenson and Turner.
The Prince Henry Hospital had extensive grounds however the NSW Government Architect chose to
adopt modern multi-storey ward buildings. The successive NSW Government Architects actively kept up
with international developments in architecture and institutional planning and undertook study tours.
These multi-storey wards were designed prior to Parkes 1939 study tour to London with the NSW Minister
for Health, so are likely to have been influenced by architectural periodicals, in particular RIBA award
winning buildings, and architects and the travels of branch’s staff members. Medical Wards A & B (the
Heffron and Delaney Ward blocks), built to the south of the Flowers Wards, show some similarity in design
to Willem Dudock’s work at Hilversum (from 1927) and the RIBA award winning hospital, the Royal
Masonic Hospital in Hammersmith designed by Lorne and Tait in the early 1930s
The introduction of travelling scholarships in 1924 had meant that young architects could visit recent
architectural developments, not just in the English-speaking world. During the 1930s the work of the
Dutch Municipal architect Willem Dudok was much admired by the architects of the NSW Public Works
Department and similarities can be seen in the choice of materials and in the way certain elements are
emphasised such as chimneys. Discussions of modern architectural developments, including Dudok’s
designs for schools at Hilversum even appeared in the popular press in Australia in the late 1920s. Dudok
received a RIBA Gold Medal the year that the Medical Wards were completed.
The European influence is evident in the siting of the new wards, which were perpendicular to the Flowers
Wards and their balconies face north rather than out to sea. European Sanatoria were generally sited in
this manner, to maximise sunlight on the wide verandahs used by the patients during the day. The Public
Works Department continued to refine their multi-storey ward block design during the 1930s, and there are
still two other NSW hospitals with similar ward blocks : Murwillumbah (North Coast) and Wallsend (near
Newcastle). Both blocks survive, although the latter is no longer used as a hospital. Cobden Parkes’
1936 sketches of the proposal new hospital for the Tweed District at Murwillumbah were published in the
Annual Report of the Public Works Department. European influences is clearly evident in Cobden Parkes
designs.
With the closure of the hospital and the relocation of the patients and clinics to other Sydney hospitals
came the opportunity to adaptively reuse the buildings at the Coast Hospital as apartments and
community facilities.
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4.

Evaluation

Intrinsic value
4.1

Technical evaluation:

The medical wards are the first multi-storey modern hospital wards to be erected in Sydney. The location
of the sanitary areas reflected the move away from standard layouts advocated by Florence Nightingale
which were employed in NSW from the late 1860s until the late 1920s, to more centralised sanitary
facilities at the rear of each ward. The building also contained innovations such as bed passenger lifts.
4.2.

Social evaluation:

The site was utilised as a hospital for over a century, with many of the staff living and working within the
extensive complex. Former staff members retain a very strong connection to the place.
The Medical Wards demonstrate the transition of the hospital from an isolation hospital to a teaching
hospital.
4.3.

Cultural and aesthetic evaluation:

The design of the new medical wards completed in 1935 shows the introduction of modern hospital
planning in NSW by the NSW Government Architect, reflecting architectural trends in England, Europe
and Scandinavia, particularly RIBA award winning buildings and the work of the RIBA award winning
architect Dutch Municipal architect Willem Dudok.
Comparative significance
4.4

Canonical status (local, national, international)

These buildings mark the start of the series of multi storey hospital ward blocks designed by the NSW
Government Architect that were erected across the state. To date the wards designed by Cobden Parkes
remain relatively unknown, whereas much has been written about the modern hospitals designed by
Stephenson and Turner. Cobden Parkes modern hospital designs were the first modern buildings to be
erected in many country towns in NSW and his modern hospital buildings largely survive today. These
medical wards predate Stephenson & Turner’s Gloucester House at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, which is
widely believed to be the first modern hospital building.
4.5

historic and reference values:

The Heffron and Delaney wards demonstrate the interwar expansion of the Coast Hospital and its
conversion into a general hospital and shortly after, a teaching hospital. The ward blocks contrast with
the earlier Flowers Hospital designed just before World War 1 according the principles of hospital design
advocated by Florence Nightingale. The failure to build the addition wards as proposed indicates the
impact of the depression of the 1930s.
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5.

Documentation

5.1

archives/written records/correspondence etc. (state location/ address):

An overall Conservation Management Plan has been prepared for the former hospital and individual
Separate Element Conservation Plans (SECPs) have been prepared for the individual buildings, which
identify the significant fabric. These documents have been used to guide the proposed reuse of former
ward blocks as apartments.
Two staged Conservation Management Plan agreed to the NSW Heritage Council and Randwick Council.
The first stage was to inform the overall master plan for the site. The various conservation planning
documents have been included on the State Heritage Register listing for the overall site.
A Stage 2 Conservation Management Plan, dated May 2002 (amended February 2003)
including Archaeological Management Plan, dated August 2002 was endorsed by the Heritage
Council on 27 June 2003.
The Prince Henry Master plan was approved by the Heritage Council Approvals Committee in
December 2001. In September 2002, the Heritage Council recommended to the Minister that
the site be listed on the State Heritage Register. The site was listed on 2 May 2003.
The revised Master plan was approved by the Heritage Council in May 2003. Heritage Council
general terms of approval were issued for a Stage 1 infrastructure IDA in 2003. Heritage
Council general terms of approval were issued in March 2004 for DA7 for amalgamation of
parts of Anzac Parade with the site and community title subdivision of site to create 27
allotments. An integrated development application 1103/2003, DA7 for the land management
regime for Prince Henry Hospital site was established as a 'Community Scheme' for the entire
site. Site Master plan amendments were approved on 6 October 2005.
A Separate Elements Conservation Plan was prepared for the Heffron and Delaney blocks by Otto
Cserhalmi & Partners, Architects in 2007-08
5.2

principal publications (in chronological order):

To date there are no published architectural studies that detail the buildings at the hospital, all of the
research is unpublished work, undertaken as part of the conservation planning process.
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5.3

visual material (state location/ address)

View of the Heffron ward block, circa 2008. Noni Boyd

Floor plan of Heffron ward block, as it was in 2003. Later additions are shown in pale grey. SECC Heffron & Delaney, 2003
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Floor plan of one of the New Medical Ward Blocks at the Coast Hospital , Former NSW Public Works Department Plan Room,
PH 214-50A signed by Cobden Parkes, Designing Architect in Charge of the Drawing Office, 20/10/1933

Elevations of Block A, New Medical Ward Blocks at the Coast Hospital , Former NSW Public Works Department Plan Room,
PH 214-56A signed by Cobden Parkes, Designing Architect in Charge of the Drawing Office, 15/11/1933
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1943 aerial photograph showing the two medical wards at the southern end of the Flowers Hospital.
DMR from the Skies

Refer also to the images in Section 1.0
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5.4

list documents included in supplementary dossier

List of drawings held by former Public Works Department
PH214/50
PH214/51
PH214/52
PH214/53
PH214/54
PH214/55
PH214/56
PH214/57
PH214/58
PH214/59
PH214/60

Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Plan
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Plan
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
EE FF
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Elevations
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Elevations
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Floor Plan
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Elevations & Sections
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Details
Prince Henry Hospital - Anzac Parade little Bay - New
Stairs

Medical Ward - Ground Floor
Medical Ward - First Floor Plan
Medical Ward - Second Floor
Medical Ward - Sections BB CC
Medical Ward - Sections AA DD

1/01/33
1/01/33
1/01/33
1/01/33
1/01/33

Medical Ward - West & East
1/01/33
Medical Ward - North & South
1/01/33
Medical Ward Block B - Ground
1/01/33
Medical Ward Block B 1/01/33
Medical Ward Block A & B 1/01/33
Medical Ward Block A & B 1/01/33

Note that the dates have not been entered as they appear on the drawings.
State Records of NSW Series 4346 Image 190
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6.

Fiche report
name of reporter:
address:

Scott Robertson, Noni Boyd
Robertson & Hindmarsh Pty Lyd
26 Station Street,
Naremburn
NSW 2065

telephone:

+61 2 9439 7779 fax:

e-mail:

rharch@ozemail.com.au

date of report:

July 2012

+ 61 2 9439 7775

examination by DOCOMOMO national/regional section
approval by wp co-ordinator/registers correspondent (name):
sign and date:
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
examination by DOCOMOMO ISC/R
name of ISC member in charge of the evaluation:
comment(s):
sign and date:
ISC/R approval:

date:

wp/ref. no.:
NAI ref. no.:
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